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TAKE’S
CORNER

What’s happening in
the Fujifilm universe

THE PAST,
PRESENT AND
FUTURE OF FAST

X Series

PRIME LENSES

Take Kayo
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TAKE’S
CORNER

Photo by Matthew Dagelet

F

ujifilm’s recent announcement
of the new XF18mmF1.4 R LM
WR has many Fujilovers excited.

The last Fujilux (Fujinon + Summilux)
was the XF16mmF1.4 R WR, announced
back in April of 2015. It has taken
Fujifilm six long years to create another
fast wide-angle prime, and nine long
years for an alternative to the original
XF18mmF2 R. Many were hoping for a
mark II version of the XF18mmF2 R or

• XF14mmF2.8 R – September 2012
• XF16mmF1.4 R WR – April 2015
• XF16mmF2.8 R WR – February 2019
• XF18mmF2 R -January 2012
• XF18mmF1.4 R LM WR – April 2021
• XF23mmF1.4 R – September 2013
• XF23mmF2.0 R WR – August 2016
• XF27mmF2.8 – June 2013 (discontinued)
• XF27mmF2.8 R WR – January 2021 (mk II)
• XF35mmF1.4 R –January 2012
• XF35mmF2 R WR – October 2015

the XF35mmF1.4 R, but the engineers

• XC35mmF2 – January 2020

had other priorities. I believe it’s

• XF50mmF2 R WR – January 2017

important for Fujifilm to continue

• XF50mmF1 R WR – September 2020

flexing their engineering muscles, and

• XF56mmF1.2 R – January 2014

not do the easy thing by updating older

• XF56mmF1.2 R APD – September 2014

lenses. Let’s examine the history of the X

• XF60mmF2.4 R Macro – January 2012

Series prime lenses, the currently

• XF80mmF2.8 R LM OIS WR Macro –

available ones and the future of fast

September 2017

prime lenses in the Fujifilm X Series

• XF90mmF2 R LM WR – May 2015

lens line-up.

• XF200mmF2 R LM OIS – July 2018
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TAKE’S
CORNER

On

January

9th,

2012

Fujifilm

in the 50 to 60mm focal lengths, equivalent), the next Fujilux lens will

announced the X-Pro1 as the very first X

although some would argue that half of

Series ILC body for their all-new X Series

them are ‘specialty’ lenses, such as the

In conclusion, there is still plenty of

system. Fujifilm also announced three

XF50mmF1, the XF56mmF1.2 APD and

room for more fast primes for the

lenses

system:

the XF60mmF2.4 Macro. On the extreme

Fujifilm X Series. As we have discussed,

XF18mmF2 R, XF60mmF2.4 R Macro

ends of focal length, we don’t have any

we don’t have any official Fujifilm prime

and the XF35mmF1.4 R. Of these three

primes wider than 14mm (or 21mm

lenses wider than 14mm, so a 12mm

OG lenses, the XF35mmF1.4 R is still a

equivalent), or longer than 200mm (or

prime would make sense. Fujifilm could

highly desirable lens amongst lens

300mm equivalent).

also consider making a faster version of

to

aficionados,

kickstart

this

including

most likely be within this focal range.

professional

Although not impossible, I don’t see

the XF14mm and XF27mm, either a

photographers. The rest of the Fujilux

an f/1.4 lens wider than 14mm or longer

Fujicron or Fujilux. We also don’t have a

series are also highly regarded, including

than 200mm, so if we were going to see

telephoto

the XF16mmF1.4 R WR, XF23mmF1.4 R,

another Fujilux prime lens, it would

However, unless Fujifilm builds a sports-

XF56mmF1.2,

have to be between these focal lengths. centric body similar to the Sony A9 or

and

the

specialty

prime

beyond

200mm.

XF56mmF1.2 R APD. With the latest

Another option would be a mark II

Canon EOS-1DX, a super telephoto

announcement of the new XF18mmF1.4

version of existing Fujilux lenses, such

zoom would be more pragmatic for

R LM WR, the first f/1.4 lens since 2015,

as the XF35mmF1.4 R, XF23mmF1.4

current Fujifilm photographers. Fujifilm

is there room for another fast prime

and the pair of XF56mmF1.2 lenses. can update the older Fujilux lenses,

lens in the line-up? Not only is there

There has been rumours for years about

such as the XF23mmF1.4, XF35mmF1.4

room, there’s plenty of room for more

these lenses being updated, adding WR

and the pair of XF56mmF1.2 lenses. Is

fast primes!

at the minimum, and I don’t think it’s

there room for a completely brand-new

completely off-the-table for Fujifilm to

f/1.4 lens? Yes, there is, but we won’t

To begin, let’s examine the current
prime lenses in the X Series system. As

do an update in the next couple of years. talk about that just yet. I don’t like

you can see in the table on the previous

So, the question remains: is there room

discussing rumours here at FujiLove, but

page, the latest XF18mmF1.4 lens

for at least one more brand new fast

I believe Fujifilm engineers have the

completes the ‘pairing’ of both fast and

prime lens in the X Series line-up? Yes, I

desire and the ability to bring an all-

super-fast versions of all the most

believe there is, and I think Fujifilm

new fast prime lens for us to enjoy. Let’s

popular focal lengths, except the 14mm

engineers have been dying to design

just say it’s a great time to be in the

and 27mm. In addition, we notice three

one since last year’s lukewarm reception

Fujifilm X Series eco-system. Thanks for

35mm lenses in the line-up, revealing

of the XF50mmF1. Considering the

reading and happy shooting!

the popularity of this focal length. We

popularity of the focal lengths between

also observe a concentration of lenses

23mm to 50mm (35mm to 75mm

www.bigheadtaco.com
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ABSTRACT:

Nostalgia
A DAY WITH
THE GFX 50S

Joe D’Agostino

Setting out on what turned out to be the nicest day in January, I drove about one hour
south of my home town to Wildwood, NJ, a shore community that, in the summer
months, becomes swarmed with tourists escaping New York and Philadelphia to spend
their days on the Jersey shore soaking up the sun. In January, however, sheer desolation
would be served up for your photographic pleasure – perfect to capture the vintage
Americana made in the 1950s and 60s.
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N

ow, I am in no way shape or

soon as I arrived in the town of

form a writer. I’m the furthest

Wildwood, New Jersey, one thing became

thing from it. However, it

clearly evident: I was utterly alone

seems that nowadays photography and

without a soul on the street. This was

writing seem to go hand in hand. Trying

going to be perfect for me achieving my

to convey my work in written form can

goal for the day: to capture pure abstract

be extremely difficult; it either works for

imagery using the urban landscape that

you or it does not. Approaching it that

is clearly reminiscent of an era long

way seems better to me. I don’t want to

gone.

be the one to direct you around my

Now to be completely honest, I rarely

photographs but rather let you open

have a game plan when I set out for the

your mind and hopefully see what I

day. I find it much more pleasing to

have seen when I took the image.

allow the scene to unfold in front of me,

Abstract Nostalgia was supposed to

opening up and availing itself before

be an exercise in patience and deliberate

my eyes, placing the viewfinder to my

photography – a day spent with my

eye to check the framing. Is there

often-used but much-loved Fujifilm GFX

something there? Can an image be

50S. Placing the 63mm lens on my

made?

camera, I set out for a day of wonder. As
FUJILOVE INSPIRATION | 9

FORD FAIRLANE AT THE
CRYSTAL SAND

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8 at
f/2.8, 1/4000 sec, ISO 100

ATM

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8 at
f/11, 1/450 sec, ISO 200

Wildwood, NJ was a bit of an overload

my plan of patience throughout the day.

Abstract Nostalgia for me means a

on my photography senses. As much as I

This gave me an enormous amount of

few things. Firstly, it’s about using the

wanted to discipline my thoughts and

files to choose from. I narrowed them

available

process, I found it extremely hard and

down into small groups of three to four

interesting work. Sometimes it’s not

distracting. Every look through the

images of each scene and created my

completely evident as to what the

viewfinder revealed not only the scene

first ever zine, which can be found on my

subject is but engaging enough to

in front of me but also my left eye would

website. This day of shooting has also

hopefully keep the viewer’s attention

catch something else just off frame,

sparked further ideas for projects in the

captured. It’s nostalgic in a way because

begging me to focus my attention there

future and without a doubt more zines

most of the subject material has this

next. This process would repeat itself

to follow. However today is today and

older vintage Americana feel. Wildwood,

street after street, wreaking havoc on

the theme is Abstract Nostalgia.

NJ was the perfect subject for this.

THE BAR AT THE OCEANIC

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8 at f/13, 1/250 sec, ISO 200
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architecture

to

create

RUSTY DOORWAY

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8 at f/8, 1/450 sec, ISO 200

UNAUTHORIZED

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8
at f/11, 1/160 sec, ISO 100

Wildwood, NJ officially incorporated

photographer looking to create images

as a city in 1912. During the building

of nostalgia, I’ve struck a photographic

boom in the 1950s, Wildwood became a

gold mine within an hour of my own

bustling hot spot for summer tourism

backyard. Wildwood is also home to

partially because of the construction

over 200 motels built during the Doo-

and completion of the Garden State

Wop Era of the 1950s and 1960s. The

Parkway. Wildwood has long been

unique vintage Vegas-style signage still

associated with the Rock and Roll scene

stands to this day, mostly thanks to the

with artists like Chubby Checker, Bill

Doo Wop Preservation League, which

Haley and His Comets, and even

saves

American Bandstand broadcasting for

buildings.

the

Starlight

Ballroom.
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As

a

and

restores

these

classic

SURF COMBER MOTEL

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8
at f/8, 1/1250 sec, ISO 200

I find my photography gravitating

weathered by time and make something

UNDER THE SIGN

more and more to this deadpan style of

from them. It feels like unlocking a

imagery. There is something very

doorway into the past or solving a

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8 at
f/2.8, 1/3500 sec, ISO 100

attractive and settling to create images

puzzle of sorts. The chipped paint and

from ordinary, mundane subjects. I find

subdued colors. Styling that has long

it pleasing and mind-opening to look at

been forgotten.

the everyday existence of things often

FUJILOVE INSPIRATION | 15

I see many amazing photographers

most have forgotten while they drive

drawn to a similar subject and it feels

past these objects on a daily basis. They

very inviting. Perhaps it’s a reminder of

sit

our own past or history – a feeling of

deteriorating until they are gone, either

home and security of what is already

by the

known to us. The more I study this form,

progression of the times. The more

the more I am drawn to it; the fun ways

modern will take their place and their

to shape light and darkness, colour

only record of existence will be what

tones and framing, telling a story that

was once photographed.

there

frozen
natural

in

time, slowly

elements
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or

the

SPLIT IMAGE

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8 at
f/16, 1/250 sec, ISO 160

SKYLARK

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8 at
f/16, 1/250 sec, ISO 400
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I am not trying to come off as a and interpret it in my own way. That’s

myself and others when asked for advice

crusader of sorts, but I am more than the beautiful thing about it: no matter

has nothing to do with camera gear,

happy to do my part and keep an eye out how many people photograph these

what lens to buy or how to edit. I simply

for this small bit of history that avails subjects,

show

remind myself and tell others to stop

itself before my camera. In return, my something different. Each photographer

looking around and learn how to see.

mind becomes more focused and settled will expose and frame these scenes

Most can look at things but only a few

and everyday stressors fade away as I try differently. Others may see things that I

can develop their eye and learn to see.

the

images

will

to unlock what is being shown to me couldn’t see. One thing I try to repeat to

ALL LINE UP

GFX 50S + GF63mmF2.8 at f/11, 1/250 sec, ISO 160

JOE D’AGOSTINO
www.josephdagostinophotography.com
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FOCUS ON 80,000

Seals

Megan Dreyer

The work of Ocean Conservation Namibia got me out of my home during
lockdown to tackle a photographic project unlike anything I have done before.
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Greater flamingos walking through mirror-like water on the salt evaporation pans en route to the seal colony.
X-Pro2 + XF50-140mm at 140mm, f/5.6, 1/1500 sec, ISO 200
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T

here is a road built of salt that

humans live; the birdlife is still

leaves the coastal harbour

abundant, but the shorelines are filled

town where I live in Namibia,

with huge black patches. Going closer

leaving the industrial hub behind as it

one would see these patches are in fact

winds its way around huge saltwater

groups of Cape Fur seals, totalling

evaporation

by

anything up to over 80,000, from young

thousands of waders and other sea

pups to adults weighing up to 250kg.

birds. The uneven road eventually

The sea is also dotted with their heads

becomes a track through thick sand

popping in and out of the water as they

onto a wide sandbar about 15km long

swim, sometimes leaping into the air

with a calm bay on the one side, and the

and splashing down again as they play

pounding Atlantic on the other. Here no

with each other.

pans

habituated

FUJILOVE INSPIRATION | 21

A clear juxtaposition of
wildlife and industry, with
massive sand dunes of the
Namib Desert in the
background.
X-H1 + Canon EF 100400mmF4.5-5.6 at 203mm,
f/5.6, 1/200 sec, ISO 320

A 4x4 vehicle slowly cruises up to
each group, the driver scanning the
seals with his binoculars. A kayaking
tour operator by profession, his business
came to a halt a year ago with the start
of the pandemic and the ensuing
lockdown. To keep busy, he would still
drive the 40km each morning from the
town to the seal colony to continue his
work that the pandemic actually gave
him more time for: catching seals
entangled in ocean debris and releasing
them after cutting it off.

How does one notice an entanglement in-amongst enormous groups of seals crowded together? Good binoculars, keen eyesight and practice.
Thankfully nothing seen in this group.
X-H1 + Canon EF 100-400mmF4.5-5.6 at 340mm, f/8, f/5.6, 1/480 sec, ISO 1600
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This chubby youngster has a fishing line very noticeably entangled twice around his chest, already starting to cut into his skin, and part of it around his
jaw as well. He was successfully caught and cut free.
X-Pro2 + XF50-140mmF2.8 at 98mm, f4, 1/320 sec, ISO 200

Having a close relationship with this

and dodging bites from many confused

young humanitarian, I was able to join

seals, throws a large cone-shaped net

him a number of times to photograph

over the injured seal’s head to stop it

his work. Driving out before sunrise,

from escaping, pins it down and cuts off

often through thick morning mist, is the

the material choking the animal before

best time to get the seals while they are

releasing it. Smaller younger seals are

sleepy and still on the beach. Once

easier caught by hand rather than using

identified, he gives chase, leaping over

the net.

Giving the chase – sprinting into the group is the quickest way to catch the injured seal before it runs into the sea. The net is strong and has a two-way
zip that can be opened, giving access to the entanglement and cutting it loose.
X-Pro2 + XF50-140mmF2.8 at 140mm, f/5.6, 1/420 sec, ISO 200
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Meet Julius and his ladies, a 120kg male who escaped the capture team many a time, in spite of the strapping cutting into his chest. He was eventually
overcome and cut free.
X-H1 + Canon EF 100-400mmF4.5-5.6 at 400mm, f5.6, 1/500 sec, ISO 800
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A typical bundle of fishing line after being cut off a seal. All entanglement material is recorded and sorted, and a lot is sent away for recycling.
X-H1 + XF10-24mmF4 at 24mm, f/5.6, 1/5400 sec, ISO 640

Seals are naturally playful, and

death. Materials that have been cut off

anything they find floating in the sea

are mainly fishing nets and line,

they will push around using their snout,

packaging straps, ropes, plastic shopping

and if it is in the shape of a ring, it will

bags, clothing and once even a toilet

quite easily slip over their head, their

seat! If found early enough, it is usually

flippers and often in their mouths as

a quick and easy release; older and

they try to rid themselves of it, never to

larger entanglements that have started

come off again. As the seal gains weight

cutting into the skin can take anything

and grows, the ring becomes tighter and

up to half an hour to get everything cut

tighter, cutting deep into the skin,

and pulled off the animal.

eventually causing a slow and painful
FUJILOVE INSPIRATION | 26

Seals are incredibly photogenic, especially the curious young pups who group together in nurseries for safety while their mothers are out hunting for
fish.
X-Pro2 + XF50-140mmF2.8 at 140mm, f/2.8, 1/1100 sec, ISO 200
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Curious onlookers venture closer to see what this pop of blue in their normally drab environment is all about. How we would love to know what goes
through their minds as they are freed…
X-Pro2 + XF50-140mmF2.8 at 124mm, f/3.2, 1/640 sec, ISO 200
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Exploring this beautiful uninhabited

gave up my DSLR three years ago, I also

the X-Pro 2 and X-H1 bodies. It still

part of the coast during the best

made a decision to no longer concentrate

focuses automatically, but oh so slow! If

photographic hours of the day gave me

on wildlife photography, which tends to

time allowed, manual focus did the trick.

some new challenges for my work. The

be the norm living in a country like

A lot of my images were made lying flat

weather was very unpredictable: today

Namibia, a wildlife mecca.

on the wet sand in front of the captured

However, I did keep one lens back, my

seal, especially for wide-angle shots,

sunny with

beloved 100-400mm, just in case. As my

never knowing what would get stuck to

Every day I

largest Fujifilm lens is the XF50-

my clothes or groundsheet from where

thanked myself for moving over to the

140mmF2.8, I did find it quite restricting

hundreds of seals had been lying before.

smaller and lighter equipment of

when I couldn’t get close enough for

Any glamour I previously had in this job

Fujifilm, especially when giving a long

some of my shots, so I resorted to my old

disappeared very, very quickly!

chase through thick beach sand. When I

Canon lens using a Fringer adaptor for

heavy, wet mist down to the ground,
tomorrow bright

and

stinging sandstorms.

Always remember it’s a wild animal. In spite of extra care taken, the team have been badly bitten many a time in thanks for their work. Here they work
close to the mouth of a young seal where part of an illegal gill net is entangled in her mouth, as well as around her neck.
X-H1 + XF10-24mmF4 at 12mm, f/5.6, 1/3500 sec, ISO 640
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An ordinary everyday scene and a reminder of what marine pollution is doing to our wildlife. Beach scavengers, black-backed Jackals, nuzzle each
other while standing close to a small group of resting seals, one of which has a tight rope around her torso. The entanglements are many, and over 600
seals were released in 2020 from just two colonies on our coastline.
X-Pro2 + XF50-140mmF2.8 at 135mm, f/2.8, 1/3000 sec, ISO 200
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The Atlantic Ocean, home to our seals as well as a multitude of marine life and mammals, and as with all the earth’s oceans, under such environmental
threat.
X-Pro2 + XF50-140mmF2.8 at 70mm, f/22, 1 sec, ISO 200
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Photographing these wild animals in

this modest young man, far outweighed

such a sad and unnecessary plight did

the need for that arty picture. If my work

not justify the more artistic work I

could reach just one person who would

normally do. But the fulfilment in seeing

change their way of thinking about the

an animal running freely back into the

consequences of marine abuse, and who

sea without human-induced hinderance,

would in turn teach others, then I would

as well as the immense pride I have for

have achieved my perfect shot.

MEGAN DREYER
www.24atlantic.com
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Misty and hazy conditions often
produce conditions for high-key
photographs, a genre I love. Here, a
group of seals edge their way into
the ocean against a backdrop of a
lighthouse. Hopefully they will be
more intent on finding food than to
stop and play with a piece of string
that could end their life.
X-Pro2 + XF50-140mmF2.8 at
115mm, f/3.5, 1/1400 sec, ISO 200

TRAVELLING
IN

Japan

WITH THE X-T3

Nicolas Wauters

In 2013 I took two empty suitcases, put everything I needed inside them, sold all my
unnecessary stuff in Belgium and came to join the one who would become my wife.
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ALONG TOKYO RIVER

X-T3 + XF18-55mmF2.8-4 at
39mm, f/10, 40 sec, ISO 160

T

hanks to my different trips to

loved this challenge!

Japan between 2009 and 2013,

Today I work as a tour guide and

I was already used to Japanese

photographer through private guided

culture and I saw this opportunity as a

tours and photography workshops. My

‘restart’ – a chance to open my mind, and

goal is very simple: I just want to share

a challenge to start something new and

my passion and love for Japan!

learn more about Japanese culture.

My interest in photography started

My wife taught me so many things

just after I arrived in Japan. After a few

and helped me so much in daily life to

weeks I saw so many people completely

integrate myself in the best way

lost in the city because of all the

possible. However, as my wife always

different subway lines. It was these

told me, living in Japan is very different

people that gave me the idea to start a

to travelling in Japan. I have found this

tour guide job.

to be completely true and that’s why I
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I knew the first thing I needed in order

Japan was an idea to discount because

As time went on, the need of

to create my company was a website

of my low Japanese level. However, we

photography for my website became a

and I recognised the importance of

live in a wonderful generation where

passion, and I incorporated this passion

having great images on it. However, due

you can study on your own on the

into my travel company! It was an

to my low income at the time, buying a

internet. I tried to learn by myself with a

opportunity to learn photography and

photography license was not an option

Nikon D3100 that someone lent me. I

today it is still the same. This passion for

and I decided to start shooting photos

multiplied the outputs and spent hours

photography brought

of the city on my own.

viewing online courses like Phlearn, an

discover the city and thereafter the

amazing resources channel for learning

country.

The first results were not that great
and going to a photography school in

me

first

to

photography.

GOKAYAMA UNESCO VILLAGE

X-T3 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at 33mm, f/10, 15 sec, ISO 160
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TOKYO IZAKAYA

X-T3 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at 21mm, f/7.1, 1/20 sec, ISO 160

With regards to my photography

Later, I started to move and travel

approach, I just try to share my love for

more and more round Japan, so I started

the multiple cities of Japan and the

some new projects with more nature

country itself. I try to make cityscapes

and traditional landscapes of Japan.

and landscapes mostly without people. I

That’s something that I love when I go

started my photography journey with

and shoot. As you may know, Japan is a

cityscapes of Tokyo, and my goal was to

country of contrasts, balanced between

share an ‘empty’ Japan, since the country

the modern and the traditional. That’s

itself seemed to me to be sufficient on

something that I would like to expand

its own as a subject.

upon in my portfolio.
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KOYASAN OKUNOIN CEMETERY

X-T3 + XF10-24mmF4 at 10mm,
f/10, 1/50 sec, ISO 160

Even if try to consider myself as a

I’m stealing something personal and

with a Fujifilm camera, however. My first

landscape photographer, I don’t want to

taking advantage of them somehow. But

camera was a Nikon D3100 that my dad

be only focused on nature landscapes. I

please keep in mind that this is purely a

lent me. After one year of using it, I

love nature and really need a break from

personal feeling a doesn’t change my

reached the limits of what this camera

Tokyo at times but I’m definitely an

love and appreciation for these kinds of

had to offer me. Then I bought my own

urban photographer as well. For me, a

images captured by other photographers.

camera – a Nikon D810 that I upgraded

When it comes to my gear, I’m a

later with a D850. I was used to the

It’s also a feeling. Even if I’m impressed

Fujifilm shooter, of course, and I’m super

Nikon system at this time and was

by somebody else’s portrait photography,

proud to have joined the Belgian

probably afraid of a change of system.

it’s very difficult for me to do it myself.

Fujifilm team as a Fujifilm X Creator. I

When I take pictures of people, I feel like

didn’t start my photography journey

simple footbridge can look interesting.

OSAKA OVERVIEW

X-T3 + XF55-200mmF3.5-4.8 at 82mm, f.8, 5 sec, ISO 160
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MATSUMOTO CASTLE

X-T3 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at 16mm, f/9, 1/80 sec, ISO 160

With my four lenses (14-24mm, 24mm,

me, so I became interested in the

24-70mm and 70-200mm) I was able to

Fujifilm system, especially for its weight!

cover all the range I needed. I was really

One day I brought all my camera bags

happy with Nikon at the time but the

to the camera store and sold all my gear

only trouble was the weight of it. Due to

in order to make the switch to Fujifilm.

my job, I walk a lot (around 400km per

And it’s one of the best decisions I have

month), most of the time with my

ever made! This change made me

camera bag. The more my bag was filled,

reduce my bag weight by more than 3kg

the more I felt the pain in my back when

and gave my back some respite when

I get back home after walking a lot. In

going out and shooting some pictures!

2019, this became a real difficulty for

GINZA FOOTBRIDGE

X-T3 + Samyang 24mmF3.5 tilt-shift at f/8, 20 sec, ISO 160
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The Fujifilm camera also gave me
back the pleasure of shooting, thanks to

more difficult with my previous heavier
equipment.

all the different interactions available

Now that I’ve already been around

on the camera. The dials and rings that

Japan, I would like to climb as many of

you must operate manually gives me a

its mountains as I can – a new challenge

much better feeling than I ever had with

for the future! With my Nikon gear, the

my previous camera.

weight was always a barrier to this. I’m

The most important thing right now is

now impatient for hiking season to

that I can focus on new projects, one of

begin so that I can take my X-T3 to the

which is hopefully going to be making

summits of Japan!

videos for YouTube, when the pandemic

Now that I’ve already been around

is more under control. I have also

Japan, I would like to climb the most of

planned a photography hiking tour that

its mounts that I can. 70% of the country

is due to start soon, which is something

is made of nature so I have some new

that would have been made infinitely

challenges for the future.
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CHERRY BLOSSOMS

X-T3 + XF50-140mmF2.8 at
63mm, f/6.4, 20 sec, ISO 320

SHIBUYA CROSSING

X-T3 + XF50-140mmF2.8 at 50mm, f/5, 1/1000 sec, ISO 320

With my Nikon gear the weight was

bring with me when I travel in Japan:

I really hope that those pictures will

always a brake on my ascent of those

• Body: X-T3 with grip

make you want to discover Japan and

mounts!

• Lenses: XF10-24mmF4, XF16-

help you to do a bit of virtual travelling

55mmF2.8, XF50-140mmF2.8, Samyang

during this pandemic! If you come to

starts soon to bring my X-T3 to the

24mmF3.5 tilt-shift (for cities only)

Japan, I would be in love to be your

Japanese summits!

• Filters: NiSi filters V6 kit + ND 16 /

guide on a day tour or for a photography

ND 100 / GND 8

workshop!

I’m in a hurry, since hiking season

For those who want to know my gear
line-up, here is a list of what I always

• Tripod: Gitzo traveler 2545T

HIROSHIMA GENBAKU DOME

X-T3 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at 19mm, f/10, 80 sec, ISO 160

NICOLAS WAUTERS
www.nicolaswauters.com
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FUJILOVE
INTERVIEW

Matt
Searles

In the first of this month’s interviews, Stephanie Baxter is talking to Matt Searles, a
South Canterbury, New-Zealand-based photographer specialising in rural, landscape
and corporate photography. His clients have ranged from small local businesses and
farms to large NZSE listed corporations, and he also has experience making images
for the non-profit, government and educational sector.
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Matt, welcome to FujiLove! Can you tell
us a little bit about who you are and

farms that line Rangitata Gorge Road.
My camera is always at my side as I look

what you do?

for photographic opportunities during

I’m a rural photographer based in Peel

the mail run. Sometimes I consider

Forest, a small community in the middle

myself a landscape photographer, other

of the South Island of New Zealand. As

times a ‘rural street photographer’ that

you’d expect from living on the edge

chronicles the day-to-day life of valley

of a native forest in the foothills of the

and the people working the land.

Southern Alps, I’m drawn to my locality

When I’m not shooting rural scenes,

as an inspiration for my photography. I’m

you’ll also find me out and about at night

a café owner and a rural mail contractor

taking wide format astrophotography

for much of the week and, as part of

under our beautiful dark, rural, New

my daily mail run, I travel along the

Zealand skies, or deep in the forest

Rangitata Valley towards the foothills of

searching for macro shots of fungi and

the Southern Alps, delivering mail to the

our amazing native flora.
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X-Pro3 + XF35mmF1.4 at
f/1.6, 1/60 sec, ISO 1600

X-Pro3 + XF50mmF2 at
f/4.5, 1/5800 sec, ISO 640
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How

did

you

get

started

with

short courses and read a lot of books,

has been my thought process around

photography and how has your work

but it was only from around 2012 that I

photography and

evolved over time?

really felt like I was developing my own

go back to the basics of looking for

I always had a camera from when I

photographic language. I stepped up my

the right light, right moment and

was a small kid like so many, but I

photography to almost full time in 2016,

right composition, and perhaps most

never really started thinking about it

shooting mostly corporate work, but our

importantly, knowing your subject. Since

seriously until 2006, when I worked as

venture into the world of hospitality

shooting with Fujifilm I’ve found that

a photo librarian for the New Zealand

in 2018 meant rural and landscape

the camera now seems like an extension

polar and mountain photographer Colin

personal projects came more to the fore,

of myself, freeing me to think of what I

Monteath. Each day I’d catalogue these

and this is what I mostly shoot today.

want to shoot, not how I’m going to get

amazing images of Colin’s and other

I feel my style has changed as my

photographers who were in his library,

confidence and technical ability has

and it was an inspiration. I took some

grown, but I think the biggest evolution

X100F at f/8, 1/450 sec, ISO 400
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about trying to

the camera to shoot it.

GFX 50R + GF32-64mmF4 at f/4, 1/105 sec, ISO 4000

What motivates and inspires you,

you’d like to make on a future day;

a bit too; I’m always thinking of when

creatively speaking?

it’s one of the challenges I love when

livestock will be moved into which

The natural beauty of my location is a

shooting astrophotography as I’ll scout

paddocks, what the light will be doing

huge inspiration. Within 45 minutes

locations in the summer ready for when

and what the backdrop will be when

I can be beside a mountain stream

the Milky Way is in the right location

they’re in that particular location. The

or standing on a deserted beach and

later on in the winter evenings or early

Merino under Mount Sinclair image is a

there’s a great deal of opportunities

morning. Apps like PhotoPils have made

great example of this. I’d been waiting

in between ready to be explored. I’ve

my life so much easier!

for the sheep to be moved into this

always been a fan of pre-visualising a

Whilst I love going out and seeing what

particular paddock with the bluff in the

composition, so I tend to plan shots in

will happen in front of me, sometimes I

foreground and knew what would be

advance quite frequently, which I find

get the most joy from making a picture

the best time of day to get the shot.

extends the creative process. It’s also

I’ve been waiting a while to capture.

a huge motivation to think of a picture

This happens in rural photography quite
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GFX 50R + GF45-100mmF4 at f/10, 1/120 sec, ISO 800

Can you tell us a bit about the idea

Devon village he spent most of his life

I’m guilty of is ignoring the words of

behind ‘The Daily Post’ and how it has

chronicling) and the bulk of his work

former Guardian photojournalist John

developed into what it is today?

was taken within a 10-mile radius of his

Downing: “Always shoot it on the way

I knew that when we took over the

home, yet his body of work tells so many

there ¬– it might not be there on the

mail contract that it was going to be

stories. When I’m stuck in a creative rut,

way back”. One day I’ll learn to take more

a great opportunity to chronicle the

I only have to think of his massive body

time and not miss the odd opportunity

landscape throughout the year, so the

of work from what some might think

thinking, “I’ll shoot it later.”

Daily Post, aka Mail to Messy, was born

limited opportunities to get my head

(Messy being the abbreviated form for

back in the game.

Today Mail to Messy on Instagram is
still going strong, although after three

Mesopotamia Station, a large farm at

The Daily Post means that I never

years of travelling the same road five

the foot of the Two Thumb Range and

get tired of the same drive up the

times a week, finding a new composition

the end of our mail run). I also knew that

same road; each day offers a new

can be challenging. I’m thinking the

it could be the only chance I had to do

photographic opportunity. As I always

next step will be to venture away from

some photography at the same time as

say, the landscape never changes but

the mail truck a bit more; so many of

running a busy café!

each day it is different. The play of light

my photographs are opportunities seen

One of the things I love about

on the land, the cloud formations, how

from behind the wheel, so another

shooting on the mail run is the limited

clear or dirty the river is running, the

perspective might come in handy now

location and what that means for the

snow on the peaks – all of these are just

and then.

creative process. I love the work of

some elements that are in a constant

James Ravilious (I used to live in the

state of flux. Perhaps the biggest thing
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GFX 50R + GF32-64mmF4 at f/1,
1/900 sec, ISO 200
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Are there any overlaps in the way you

clients know my natural light style

depending on the ambient light. Since

approach your personal photography

landscapes from my Mail to Messy posts

moving to the GFX system I’ve found the

and the work you do for clients, or is

and tend to prefer to keep to something

‘medium format look’ really shines when

your process wildly different between

similar, but when I shoot people, I find

a bit of artificial light is introduced into

the two?

it’s a great opportunity to do something

scene with people.

I think there’s not that much of a

different to explore some different

difference really, so there’s a lot of

looks.

The only other difference in my
workflow is that when shooting for

overlaps, but probably the biggest

I usually favour a one-light setup with

a client I like to tether to my Mac as I

change will be an introduction of

a Godox AD200 in a soft box or shoot-

can easily show them a composition in

artificial light as soon as people are in

through umbrella, but occasionally I’ll

Capture One rather than the rear screen

the frame. Most of my rural photography

add an extra flash or a constant light, on camera.

X-Pro3 + XF16mmF1.4 at f/1.8, 20 sec, ISO 3200
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X-T2 + XF100-400mmF4.5-5.6 at f/6.4 1/1800 sec, ISO 400

How did you come to start using Fujifilm

zooms. I then had a series of X Series

in the 65:24 aspect ratio, something I

and what is in your camera bag these

bodies before taking the plunge and

wish a firmware update would sort on

days?

buying into the GFX system in 2020.

the X-H1 – hint hint, Fujifilm! My other

I first came to Fujifilm gear as a lighter

Today I’m shooting from a slimmed

great love is the Classic Chrome film

alternative to my Nikon gear back in

down mixed X Series and GFX bag, with

simulation – it’s pretty much the ideal

2014. At the time I had a D800 with

the X-H1 and GFX 50R. As well as the

colour palette for the valley.

a 24-70mmF2.8 and a Sigma 120-

XF18-55mmF2.8-4 on the X-H1 and the

300mmF2.8, which, although fantastic,

GF45-100mmF4 on the GFX, I have a mix

Do you have any upcoming projects you

was a pretty big rig to carry to work

of Nikon and vintage Minolta and Leica

can share with us?

with me. In those days I had shot a 365

lenses that I can use on both bodies. The next big thing I’m working towards

project for a couple of years, so my gear

These give very different looks from

is a long-term project that will see

was always with me, ready to catalogue

the Fujifilm glass, which suits certain

me photographing and documenting

the day.

subjects well. I love both cameras; the

historic woolsheds around the South

On the way back from a flight from

IBIS in the X-H1 allows me to shoot on

Island. The

Australia, I remember reading about

the move, whereas the GFX slows me

backbone of so many communities in

the X Series and I thought it sounded

down and makes me take my time, often

the early days of settlement, and many

interesting as an everyday carry to

on a tripod. They complement each other

of these buildings are now succumbing

complement the Nikon kit. So, I took

so well. The move to medium format

to age. My plan is to honour these

the plunge and bought an X-E1. I

may go against why I moved to Fujifilm

shearing sheds in a book that celebrates

loved the WYSIWYG nature of the EVF,

in the first place, but both cameras are

their architecture, their locations, their

and it changed the way I looked at

just as much as a joy to use as my first

histories and the people behind them.

photography. Before I knew it, I’d sold

X-E1. The files from the GFX just make

I hope to release this body of work as

the Nikon gear, bought an X-T1 to go

my jaw drop with the amount of detail

a photobook, and I’m currently in the

with the X-E1 and a set of primes and

and dynamic range. I also love shooting

planning stage. Watch this space!

MATT SEARLES
www.mattsearlesphotography.com
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wool

trade

was

the

FUJILOVE
COMMUNITY

FROM THE FEED
Welcome to our community feature for FujiLove Magazine! Each
month, we’re taking you behind the lens of some of the most
popular photographs shared on our Instagram feed taken by
members of the FujiLove community using #myfujilove.

I am very lucky to live in the historic centre of beautiful Verona, the city of love, famous for the story of Romeo
and Juliet and the Arena. Often on Saturday mornings I get up very early to take a walk in the centre, looking
for new views and unusual situations.
One November morning last year at around 9am, accompanied by a photographer friend, I was near
Castelvecchio (an ancient medieval castle) when I saw a runner travelling in my direction in perfect backlight.
My faithful X-T20, coupled with the XF18-55mmF2.8-4, was already set for a shot I had taken previously, so I
just needed to point and shoot, trying not to miss the perfect moment.
I am fascinated by people’s silhouettes and regular lines, so I took the photo exactly at the moment when the
girl positioned herself in the spot I had previsualised. I am satisfied because the final result of the shot coincides
with what I was looking for, which also allowed me to do a really light editing.
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X-T20 + XF18-55mmF2.8-4
at f/2.8, 1/2000 sec, ISO 200
Osvaldo Arpaia
@osvaldo_arpaia

This image was shot at my flat, which I also use as a studio,
since I’m not keen on the time limits that are imposed on you
when you rent studio spaces in the city. I prepared the space by
putting a blackboard up so that it covered part of the room, still
allowing the natural light from the window to light the scene on
this cloudy day.
Angelika is a talented Ukranian actress that I have known for
several years, so the shooting process for this image was very
simple and easy in terms of capturing the connection with the
subject. I asked her to sit on a chair with her hands crossed as
you can see in the image. I almost always give my models clear
directions for how to stand, where to look and so on.
I’m a fan of Antonioni and Bertolucci, and the type of
women in their films. So, I gave myself the task of trying to
display a similar feminity and tenderness, and just catch the
moment.
X-T30 + XC15-45mmF3.5-5.6 at f/5.6, 1/30 sec, ISO 500
Artem Hvozdkov
@cinema_people_photographer/
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X-Pro1 + Viltrox
56mmF1.4 at f/4,
1/400 sec, ISO 200
Frédéric Hernandez
@dreuft

I was at home one morning with my fiancée, Sophie, and I noticed our five-month-old puppy, Renton, chilling on the couch with the sun on his
face. I quickly grabbed my X-Pro1 that I had got three days prior and just managed to fire off three shots before he noticed me, and came to
have fuss and hugs!
I was lucky to be able to grab this shot, since I didn’t really have the time to think about exactly how I wanted to shoot it, but I knew I
needed this photo because Renton looked so beautiful in the sunlight! A new dog, a new camera and a woman who loves me…hey, life is good!
And it’s even better with Fujifilm cameras in it (I also own the X100S and love it too)!
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Photography, for me, has always been a
creative outlet that has helped clear my mind
and express myself when words, at times, fall
short. Having been working from home since
the start of this pandemic and doing my best
to practise social distancing since my mom
is an immunocompromised cancer survivor,
I’ve been trying to find ways to stay inspired.
Every day after work, I’ve tried taking a
walk or go for a run to get some fresh air
and get moving. As I walked through my
neighbourhood, I noticed the lighting during
the time I finished work was usually amazing.
So I decided to go to Seal Point Park in San
Mateo, CA. What makes this park unique is
it’s at a higher point where you can see most
of the San Francisco Bay Area, the various
bridges in the distances, and is also the
landing route for all planes arriving to San
Francisco International Airport.
That day I decided to take my gear
and used my GFX 50s along with the

GF45mmF2.8. The timing was perfect since
it was just past golden hour and blue hour
had begun. The colours of the sky and these
flowers that lined the path happened to catch
my eye, since they were casting a silhouette
with these beautiful colours of the sky as their
backdrop.
To ensure catching the details and give the
impression I was looking right at it rather
than down onto it, I got on my knees and
found the sweet spot of the GF45mmF2.8. I
could still get the bokeh for the background
the way I envisioned in my head, but capture
the details and points of these flowers.
These flowers line the path all around this
park and may often be something people
bypass given that they’re so common.
However that day, with the right lighting,
their character was hard to miss. It’s usually
the little things that make me stop and take a
picture.
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GFX 50S + GF45mmF2.8 at f/4.5, 1/125
sec, ISO 3200
Justine Guintu Sidella
@imatravelbug

Llewellyn
Annandale
FUJILOVE
INTERVIEW

In the second of this month’s interviews, Stephanie Baxter is chatting to Llewellyn
Annandale, a wedding, commercial and educational photographer, who was born in
South Africa, spent over a decade living in London and now calls New Zealand home.
When he’s not shooting happy couples, complex machinery or breathtaking
landscapes, he’s normally out enjoying a surf or taking his dogs for a walk (so he
doesn’t have to cook dinner at home).
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DESERTED BEACH,
HERBERTVILLE, NEW
ZEALAND

X100V at f/5.6, 1/1500
sec, ISO 160
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Llewellyn, welcome to FujiLove! Can

the weekend, and a few days later be in

photography, capturing the fun, laughter

you tell us a little bit about who you are

a remote part of New Zealand creating

and special moments that happen during

and what you do?

videos on how to work on complex

the day. As I see it, wedding photography

educational

machinery in a highly technical field,

is basically street photography at an

photographer and videographer from a

or photographing a helicopter being

organised event. What I mean by that

little town in the middle of the North

put back together. This really drives

is that you have so many wonderful,

Island of New Zealand. I spend my days

me creatively, while exposing me to so

interesting moments happening around

balancing my wedding photography

many exciting places and cutting-edge

you all day, you are spoilt for choice. The

business with the educational design

technology.

hardest part is choosing which of the

I’m

a

wedding

and

work I do, which involves creating

My work takes me all over the

great moments to share with the clients.

training courses for crews who work on

country, and when you live somewhere

I try to keep these photos light and

high voltage electricity lines – two very

as breathtaking as New Zealand, you

warm. On the other hand, my personal

different styles of photography, but I

can’t help but fall in love with a bit of

style is dark and brooding, and I just

love them both equally. In a single week

landscape and astrophotography too!

love shooting a stormy landscape. So, I

I can be photographing a couple getting

My style is hard to pin down. I

guess I’m a bit of a contradiction. It must

married on a beautiful wine estate over

have a distinct style for my wedding

be the complex British-African heritage.

SUNSET, NAPIER, NEW ZEALAND

X100V at f/2.8, 1/1250 sec ISO 160
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ROAD TO MOUNT COOK, SOUTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND

X-T2 + XF14mmF2.8 at f/6.4, 1/1250 sec, ISO 200

What has your journey with photography

what the region had to offer visitors

about six years ago and here I am, still

looked like?

and locals alike. I started shooting

shooting weddings. I must be doing

I never planned on becoming a

more for the magazine and this led

something right.

photographer but fell into it by accident.

to a friend asking me to shoot her

I also started a new career designing

When my daughter was born in 2010,

wedding. I politely refused. Twice! She

training courses for people working on

I picked up my wife’s Canon DSLR

was pretty tenacious and with almost

the national electricity network. What

with a 50mm lens, and just started

no clue what I was in for, I shot her

does this have to do with photography?

documenting our new life with our little

wedding in the only style I knew how,

Well, I spend a good portion of my time

girl. I started getting more interested

what we now call a documentary style.

creating videos and taking photos to

in photography and bought my own

I was hooked within the first hour of

go into these training courses. While

camera. When I moved to New Zealand,

shooting! It was also about this time

it might not sound as glamorous

I started working as a graphic designer

that I stumbled across the X100, quickly

as shooting weddings at gorgeous

and was often supplied with terrible

behind that, the X-T1, and a while later

locations, I have had the chance to

images that just didn’t work for the

the X-T2.

travel throughout New Zealand, often to

Things took off really quickly from

very remote and beautiful locations to

there. Word got out that I was shooting

make these photos. It’s been an amazing

A year later I joined a local tourism

weddings and before I knew it, I was

way to get paid and still keep creating

organisation and was heavily involved

taking bookings, setting up a website

images.

in designing a magazine highlighting

and building my portfolio. That was

materials we were designing, so I started
offering to take new images.
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How would you describe the way you

I spend the time with my clients

approach wedding photography to

creating a foundation of trust. I’m asking

The next ingredient that I think is

potential clients? What is important to

my couples to trust me with their special

critical is that we need to be able to

you as you capture a couple’s important

memories so they can concentrate

laugh together. I love it when couples

day?

on having the best day of their lives.

are having fun, as these moments make

If you’re looking for someone to take

Images speak for themselves and I find

the best photos in my opinion. A lot of

loads of posed portraits, I’m not your guy.

couples really relax when I run through

my couples have been together for a

On the other hand, if you want to look

the way I work with them, showing them

few years and often feel a bit awkward

at your photographs and be instantly

recent photos from weddings I’ve shot

kissing in photos. But get them laughing

transported back to your special day, let’s

that season. We often grab a few photos

and having fun, and the magic happens

keep talking. The two most important

on the beach a few weeks before the big

in front of the camera. These are my

things to me on the day are trust and

day to help them relax in front of the

favourite photos, the ones I know they

the ability to laugh. Without those, we

camera, making it so much easier for

will enjoy for decades to come.

have a problem.

camera-shy couples on the actual day of

ENGAGEMENT SHOOT ON THE BEACH

X-T2 + XF23mmF1.4 at f/2, 1/950 sec, ISO 200
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the wedding.

MARLBOROUGH SOUNDS, NEW ZEALAND

X70 + WCL-X70 at f/5.6, 1/750 sec, ISO 200
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The colours in your images are

me. Coming from the background of

thinking about the legacy of wedding

absolutely beautiful – sort of muted but

the wonderful Fujifilm colours and

photography, and how I wanted my

still vibrant. How has your editing style

simulations, I wanted something a

images to look more realistic, but with

developed over time and how did you

bit more vibrant. At the time, wedding

a definite style to them.

land on your style today?

photos looked a bit washed out for my

I’ve always been a RAW shooter, but

I guess my style has been driven by

liking, so I started using some more

seeing photographs you’re creating

the trends we see in the wedding

vibrant colours, while still crushing the

on the camera screen with one of the

industry. My first few weddings were

blacks a bit, to stay within those trends.

Fujifilm presets really helps. At the

just edited with the Provia preset in

About a year ago, after editing a few

moment I’m completely addicted to the

Lightroom (with some of the vibrance

too many weddings with the same look,

Classic Neg simulation. You could shoot

and saturation removed), but as time

I threw the preset out, and developed

a whole wedding using that preset and

progressed, I started to evolve that style

my latest preset to be more vibrant

deliver the photos the day after with

to suit the more desaturated look that

and lifelike. I was tired of looking back

very little work. It’s that good!

was popular a few years back.

at my images and worrying how they

That didn’t sit quite right with

would look in 10 years time. I started

HARTBEESPORT DAM, SOUTH AFRICA

X-E3 + XF23mmF2 at f/5.6, 1/850 sec, ISO 200
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NEWLYWEDS

X-E3 + XF50mmF2 at f/2.8,
1/850 sec, ISO 200
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What similarities are there in the way

great and you show it to the client, they

relied heavily on the XF16-55mmF2.8

you approach wedding photography

can start imagining where they would

lens for years, while also using the XF10-

and commercial photography?

like to use it. They can see you know what

24mmF4 and the XF55-200mmF3.5-4.8.

I get the people involved in the process.

you’re doing and they get more involved

For my own personal work I’ve used

Whether I’m shooting a couple on their

in the creative process. It makes them

and owned the original X100 (it still

wedding day, or shooting a commercial

feel you’re doing the project with them,

sits on my bookshelf), the X-E2, X-T30

job, I make a point of sharing what I’m

even if you’re leading it.

(with the XF16mmF2.8, XF23mmF2 and
XF50mmF2), two X-E3s, two X70s and

shooting with the client, while I’m doing
What is your go-to Fujifilm gear for

now the wonderful, gorgeous, beautiful,

The main reason for this is to build their

either weddings or commercial jobs,

amazing (you’re getting the idea here)

confidence in you as the professional. If

and how does your gear help you to

X100V, without doubt the most amazing

they can see what you’re doing, they get

achieve the results you want in your

camera ever made and the only camera

more comfortable with you doing your

photography?

I have ever had an emotional bond with.

job well, in the knowledge that they are

I don’t exclusively shoot Fujifilm gear.

Fujifilm cameras give me the ability

happy with what you are creating for

Over the years I’ve either used or owned

to get on with making photos, without

them. At a wedding this is especially

most of what Fujifilm has made, except

the camera getting in the way. The ease

important. A lot of my couples are

for the GFX range, which I’m now starting

of adjusting settings on dials, without

pretty shy to start with, but as soon as

to look more seriously at (to replace my

having to delve into the menu system

you make a photo that looks great and

Sony full-frame gear).

(yes Sony, I’m talking about you!), makes

it.

you share it with them, you boost their

I used the X-T range of cameras for

these cameras a delight to use. I love

confidence and that results in even

wedding and commercial photography,

to be able to just get on with making

better shots of them.

together

XF14mmF2.8,

images, knowing the files will be easy to

It’s the same with commercial clients.

XF23mmF1.4, XF35mmF1.4 and the

edit, vivid and deep and forgiving when

If you take a photo that you think looks

XF56mmF1.2. For commercial work I

I get the settings a bit wrong too.

with

the

“WHETHER I’M SHOOTING A COUPLE ON THEIR WEDDING DAY, OR
SHOOTING A COMMERCIAL JOB, I MAKE A POINT OF SHARING WHAT
I’M SHOOTING WITH THE CLIENT, WHILE I’M DOING IT.”
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MY PARENTS, JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

The story behind this photo is really quite interesting. As a wedding photographer, I have honed my skills and approach to photographing couples.
While I was on a surprise visit to see my parents in Johannesburg, South Africa in 2019, I asked them if they would mind me photographing them in the
same style as I do an engagement shoot. What an incredible privilege to be able to use your skills to capture your own parents in the same way as
you’d do for clients at an engagement shoot. This is probably the single most important photo I’ve ever made. A few months later, the pandemic
happened and while they are still healthy, I don’t know if I will get to see them again. This single image was captured on a whim but remains my
absolute favourite image ever.
X-E3 + XF23mmF2 at f/2, 1/1900 sec, ISO 400
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What was it that drew you to using the

time and it just didn’t have the same

Fujifilm system for your own work, when

appeal. As soon as we were able to buy

you currently use another brand for your

camera gear again, I ordered the new

wedding photography? How does your

X100V and I immediately fell madly in

gear help you to achieve the results you

love with the form factor. I had been

want in your photography?

waiting for a tilting screen on the X100

Like so many other photographers, I

range as I like to shoot from the hip, and

started using the original X100. I’d heard

that was critical for me.

so much about this little camera, and at

Using the X100V meant a complete

the time I was looking for something

mindset shift for me. While I use a full-

small I could carry around with me

frame system from another manufacturer

easily for my own photography. At the

for my wedding photography, the gear

time I was using the Canon 7D and it

just sits at home when I’m not shooting

wasn’t exactly the type of camera you’d

weddings. Every time I travel (and yes, in

quickly grab while taking the family

New Zealand we have been very lucky

for a walk in the forest. From the first

to travel freely for most of last year),

shot, I was smitten. The colours from

the camera has come along with me.

the JPEGs were just beautiful and they

I love the way it just gets on with the

were exactly what I was looking for in

job. The RAW files are fantastic and so

my photography.

versatile. You can create a look with the
was

Fujifilm files that you just can’t create

announced last year, life was about to

with files from other brands. It goes

change drastically for everyone around

everywhere with me. It’s the camera

the world and I had no idea what was

I use for street photography, it comes

coming. I was about to buy the camera

with me on wedding days and I use it

when we went into lockdown, and for

more and more every time for those

the next four weeks, I couldn’t stop

candid moments where a bigger camera

thinking about how much I wanted to

would just get in the way. It even comes

document my daily life with that little

mountain biking with me.

When

the

Fujifilm

X100V

camera. I was using the X-T30 at the

LLEWELLYN ANNANDALE
www.wildfirephoto.co.nz

REBECCA GAAL THE PURPOSEFUL IMAGE

NOT EVERYTHING
TASTES LIKE CHICKEN:
THE WILD WORLD OF
DESIGNING A PHOTO
PROGRAM IN

Madagascar
A behind the scenes look at creating a visual curriculum to
humanise statistics and issues in Madagascar.
Ny hevitra toy ny atody, ka fo manan-kelitra.
Ideas Are Like Eggs, Once Hatched They Have Wings.
– Betsimisaraka Proverb
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MAHARIHI IN THE
EARLY MORNING

X-T2 + XF1655mmF2.8 at f/2.8,
1/125 sec, ISO 200

REBECCA GAAL THE PURPOSEFUL IMAGE

H

ave you ever had a chance
encounter or made a new
friend and thought: this is the

beginning of something? Well, this is
precisely how my work in Madagascar
came to be and six years later, it feels
like the real work is just getting started.
I met Jen in line for the ladies room
during a short break at a conference
that I almost didn’t attend. We quickly
discovered we were in similar fields and
she insisted I meet a good friend of hers
that was looking to bring a photographer
to document his research projects in
Madagascar. Fast forward through a
slurry of zoom calls and emails, and a
new project was born.
VILLAGE ELDERS ANTARAVATO, MADAGASCAR

X-T2 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at f/5.6, 1/250 sec, ISO 320
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FISH DRYING IN MAHARIHI MADAGASCAR

X-T2 + XF18-135mmF3.5-5.6 at f/7.1, 1/500 sec, ISO 200

This journey takes us to the fourth
largest island in the world and one of
the

top

Ecosystems

megadiversity
in

hotspots.

Madagascar

are

characterised by complexity: 85% of the
plants on Madagascar are unique to the
country and make up approximately 1%
of global floral biodiversity. Every lemur
that has ever walked the earth is
endemic to Madagascar, found nowhere
else on the planet. However, climate
change and ecological destruction have
been wreaking havoc on biodiversity.
Madagascar is home to roughly 25
million people and the capital city of
Antananarivo is home to nearly 2
million. It is estimated that by the year
2050 Madagascar will be home to more
than 54 million people.
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VILLAGE OF ANTARAVATO,
MADAGASCAR

X-T2 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at
f/3.2, 1/125 sec, ISO 200

REBECCA GAAL THE PURPOSEFUL IMAGE

In 2004, Dr. Christopher Golden

students and local people to contribute

founded an organisation called MAHERY

to his work. Over time, it no longer

(Madagascar Health and Environmental

became his research agenda, but an

Research), locally meaning ‘strength’ in

agenda set by local people and local

Malagasy. Since its inception, it has

researchers to address what they

employed 35 people, with 22 current

believed to be important questions

employees spanning a breadth of

about ways in which environmental

expertise: animal biologists, botanists,

change would be affecting their health.

physicians,

nurses,

MAHERY has grown into a strong

economists,

sociologists,

research

agenda

veterinarians,
etc.

spanned

His

research organisation providing hands-

the

on research experiences for both

intersection of human health and the

American and Malagasy students.

environment, and engaged a variety of
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BLACK AND WHITE RUFFED
LEMUR (VARECIA VARIEGATE )

X-T2 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at
f/2.8, 1/500 sec, ISO 2500

REBECCA GAAL THE PURPOSEFUL IMAGE

In 2017 Dr. Golden launched the

adding a documentary segment to the

Undergraduate

program would be integral in sharing

Scholars Program to train students how

the scope of the research findings. My

to study the human health impacts of

relationship with Fujifilm was fairly new

environmental change. The goal was to

at the time and I wasn’t sure how to go

train and cultivate the next generation

about navigating a larger collaboration.

of field researchers. Initially my part in

Like many things, it was a learning

this adventure was purely to travel with

process and an exciting one. After

the group and document the work of the

another plethora of calls and emails, I

NGO. I had this idea, though: what if the

had a few bags of loaner gear and a ton

students were also able to document

of things to figure out.

Planetary

Health

their own projects? I felt strongly that

In the far South of Madagascar in the village of Maharihy, a young boy is measured during a health camp. MAHERY doctors and researchers
are evaluating the prevalence of malnutrition and testing for vitamin deficiencies. In Madagascar 76.5% of the population lives in poverty,
50% of children under the age of five suffer from stunted growth and it is one of the ten countries in the world with the highest burden of
chronic malnutrition.
X-T2 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at f/2.8, 1/250 sec, ISO 400
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For anyone who has ever traveled,

the geckos. We navigated weight

explored fieldwork or been to a place

restrictions, tiny planes, humidity, ocean

that doesn’t always have electricity or

crossings, trekking through mud, and

running water, you understand that

let’s just say-bags of silica were like

nothing ever goes as smoothly as

pure gold!

planned. This adventure called for

Mason’antsora ka zay kely

keeping an open mind, being overly

anana no ahiratra.

prepared and, at the same time, ready to

The eyes of the Lowland Streaked

change directions on the fly.

Tenrec may be small, but they are

In

Madagascar the toads seemed bigger

everything he needs.

than the boas that were half the size of

– Betsimisaraka proverb
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SEA AFTER CYCLONE ENAWO
IN MAORNSETRA ,
MADAGASCAR

X-T2 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at
f/2.8, 1/500 sec, ISO 500

REBECCA GAAL THE PURPOSEFUL IMAGE
ANTARAVATO, MADAGASCAR, 2017

A young girl who has been enrolled in a newly created health surveillance program sits with her mother. Anthropometric
measurements of children include height, weight, mid-upper arm circumference (MUAC), and cranial circumference. MUAC is a
proxy for protein-calorie nutrition and cranial circumference is a proxy for cognitive development.
X-T2 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at f/4.0, 1/125 sec, ISO 4000

REBECCA GAAL THE PURPOSEFUL IMAGE

The students’ projects ranged from

news coverage in this part of the world

eco-epidemiology of Malaria and other

and these issues are not isolated to

vector-borne diseases, health system

remote islands. There was a great need

improvement and disease surveillance,

to try and get these projects out into the

to sustainable poultry interventions to

world.

solve the bushmeat crisis in Makira

Ataovy toy ny amboalava ka todihina ny

National Park. I focused on documenting

lasa ary banjinina ny hoavy.

how improvements in the management

Act like the chameleon: One eye facing

of local fisheries could improve access

backwards at history, the other facing

to nutritious meals in a very food

forward toward the future.

insecure location. There is little to no

- Betsimisaraka proverb

ANTARAVATO, MADAGASCAR, 2017

Sisters sift rice in Antaravato. Rice is the mainstay of the Malagasy diet, comprising more than 50% of everything they eat by weight.
Unfortunately, rice is high in carbohydrates but poor in critical micronutrients like iron, zinc, vitamin A, and vitamin B12. Most farmers in
this region will harvest rice at two seasons: once from their paddies that are carved into the rich fluvial soils and once from the hillside
where forests have been burdened to enrich the soils.
X-T2 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at f/4, 1/250 sec, ISO 1600
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When I returned from the first trip to
Madagascar I was exhausted, sick,
covered in bug bites and my laundry
went straight to the garbage bin. When
my friends asked if I’d be going back for
round two, I said, “Yes, without a doubt!”
Once I’d met the people, once I’d seen
the animals, once I’d lived among them
in

their

environment,

I

finally

understood: Madagascar is one of the
most spectacular and unique places on
earth.

MAHARIHY, MADAGASCAR, 2017

A mother peers into the open clinic during her son’s medical visit where a team of local physicians are providing access to healthcare in
remote regions distant from government subsidised clinics. Where education is low, health afflictions often feel like a curse from the
supernatural (Malagasy culture). Anxiety and fear set in, conditions which often prevent people from visiting government clinics where
treatments may not be possible.
X-T2 + XF16-55mmF2.8 at f/4.5, 1/125 sec, ISO 800

REBECCA GAAL THE PURPOSEFUL IMAGE

FISH CATCH

X-T2 + XF18-135mmF3.5-5.6R
at f/6.4, 1/125 sec, ISO 500

REBECCA GAAL THE PURPOSEFUL IMAGE

Through my collaboration with Dr.

resulted in a gallery show at Harvard

Golden and Fujifilm I was able to

University

develop a few clear objectives:

presentations.

1. Pairing visuals with scientific data to

segments of their work into blog posts,

enable the Malagasy government to

which

make decisions in full knowledge of the

Geographic Voices. I then repurposed

impact their decisions on their precious

the blog posts to create the first edition

ecosystems and embattled communities.

of MAHERY Magazine. Images were

2. Boosting people and communities to

used to build a revised image-rich

become

MAHERY website. The result was a

better

stewards

of

their

with

project

Students

currently

live

on

turned
National

resources.

plethora

3. Increasing general public awareness.

imagery, which gave names to data and

4. Fostering the next generation of

humanised just a few of the many things

planetary

and

occurring on that big island on the other

and

side of the world.

storytellers

health

scientists

through

teaching

of

formal

human-centric

visual

training.
5. Establishing a visual baseline for

Mitabe tsy lanim-boay.

human health and environmental issues

Crossing rivers together will protect us
from being swallowed by crocodiles.

in Madagascar.
The

culmination

of

our

project

– Betsimisaraka proverb

COVER OF MAHERY
MAGAZINE

X-T2 + XF16-55mmF2.8
at f/4, 1/400 sec, ISO 200

www.rebeccagaal.com
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IBARIONEX PERELLO A CHANGING PERSPECTIVE

EXPLORING
A SMALLER

World

I resist letting out a long sigh when asked what kind of
photographer I am. It’s a question for which I never have an
ideal response, resulting in an answer that seems both
incomplete and inaccurate.
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X100F at f/5, 1/450 sec, ISO 100

S

aying that I am a street, travel

subject matter I was regularly attracted

or documentary photographer,

to, it provided a much-needed creative

or even a photo educator, leaves

outlet. It served me well as a challenge

so much out. I resist the temptation of

of creating good photographs of a

responding with qualifiers that result in

subject

more confusion than clarity.

wheelhouse.

matter

outside

of

my

When the question is associated with

As I started to make these images, I

small talk, the answer is really of no

felt resistance. I recognised that I had to

consequence. Yet, it’s a question that I

pay attention to those feelings as much

have asked myself for a long time,

as anything that I viewed through my

feeling the pressure that I had to define

camera’s

myself as a certain type of photographer.

emotional state is such an essential part

Photographing plant life offered me a

of my camera work, those emotions,

viewfinder.

how

my

subject matter that was both abundant

regardless

and accessible. Despite it not being a

uncomfortable, had to be considered.
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of

Because

awkward

or

IBARIONEX PERELLO A CHANGING PERSPECTIVE

GFX 100S + GF120mmF4 at f/10, 1/200 sec, ISO 640

IBARIONEX PERELLO A CHANGING PERSPECTIVE

First, there was the issue of ego. I felt

Normally, I possessed experiences and

that I had developed a strong style and

skills that allowed me to solve virtually

sensibility when

my

any potential photographic problem or

photography. Decades of making images

challenge. I felt ready for anything. But

and studying the work of others had

upon entering the world of close-up

resulted in consistency of seeing and

photography, I found myself at a

photographing that I took pride in. I

disadvantage. The way that I observed

was

most

subject and background, light and

circumstances I could produce a good

shadow, and other visual elements

photograph that spoke to my particular

didn’t automatically segue into this

vision. Choosing to photograph in a way

genre of photography. Though light,

that invited struggle or resulted in

colour, shape, line and contrast were

uninspired photographs was something

important considerations, there were

that I had to get over.

new things to consider.

confident

it

that

came

under

GFX 100S + GF120mmF4 at f/11, 1/160 sec, ISO 800
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GFX 100S + GF32-64mmF4 at f/11, 1/125 sec, ISO 1000

IBARIONEX PERELLO A CHANGING PERSPECTIVE

field

The shallower depth of field not only

resulted in both a technical and creative

limited the range of sharpness, but

challenge. The optical nature of the

changed the relationship between the

lenses combined with the camera’s

subject,

proximity to the subject matter meant a

background.

shallower depth of field than what I was

uncomfortable. I couldn’t automatically

accustomed to. My street and travel

assume the results as I had before.

The

compressed

depth

of

the

foreground
It

felt

and

jarring

the
and

work revolved around the use of a

This resulted in many failed images.

24mm or 35mm equivalent focal length

Some were ruined because of technical

with a lens aperture of f/5.6 or f/8. I had

issues such as camera shake or missed

trained my eye based on the deliverables

focus. Others were based on my failure

that those optics and apertures provided

to observe lighting on elements at the

me. I could envision what an image

periphery of the frame. Each mistake

would look like, even before raising the

returned me to mistakes and oversights

camera to my eye.

that I had felt I had outgrown. Instead, it

That

wasn’t

the

case

when

photographing this new subject matter.

made me realise that I still had much to
learn.

GFX 100S + GF120mmF4 at
f/5.6, 1/480 sec, ISO 200
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GFX 100S + GF32-64mmF4 at f/6.4, 1/340 sec, ISO 100
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X-Pro1 + XC15-45mmF3.5-5.6 at f/7.1, 1/400 sec, ISO 800

IBARIONEX PERELLO A CHANGING PERSPECTIVE

I had to willingly eat a slice of humble
pie. Though in time my images improved,

mundane or derivative. I always pursued
perfection.

they weren’t as good as the work I found

With each new subject, I challenged

myself taking inspiration from. I had to

myself to find ways to leverage my

admit that some of my images were

awareness of visual elements as line,

more

of

colour and light in ways that were both

experimentation, rather than a unique

familiar and new. Even when I felt the

expression of myself and my creativity. I

results weren’t completely successful, I

had to make it okay to feel like a

pushed forward, knowing that I would

beginner again.

learn something from the experience. I

an

exercise,

a

space

I found wonderful freedom in that. It
became

acceptable

photographs

that

I

to

produce

perceived

as

wanted each moment to provide insight
into a different and new way of seeing
that would help me going forward.

X-Pro3 + XF35mmF1.4 at f/1.8, 1/3000 sec, ISO 160
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GFX 100S + GF120mmF4 at f/6.4, 1/340 sec, ISO 100

IBARIONEX PERELLO A CHANGING PERSPECTIVE

One of those lessons revolved around
the importance of slowness. I had to
relearn the importance of taking my
time because impatience was often my
greatest challenge. Waiting for a pause
in a spring breeze or the light to peak
out over a cloud became essential.
Subtle changes in the scene, especially
in small areas, seemed to carry greater
weight than when photographing a
more expansive scene. At least, it felt
that way.
The practice of this photography
affected my normal photography. I felt a
higher degree of thoughtfulness and
patience. I fired the shutter release less
often, directing more energy to my
careful observations of the subject and
the scene. I’ve always done this but
found that I know did it to a greater
degree than I had before.
As public restrictions due to the
pandemic are lessened, I welcome the
opportunity to roam the streets and
cities

again.

My

excitement

and

anticipation have magnified all the
more because of what I’ve learned and
experienced. Although I’m not sure what
the final result will be, I look forward to
finding out.

www.ibarionex.net
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KEEP YOUR PASSION ON FIRE
FUJILOVE.COM

